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An optical–optical double resonance study of the perturbed O 2 d3s sg„
1Pg…

Rydberg state excited via single rotational levels of the b „1Sg
¿
…

valence state
P. O’Keeffe,a) T. Ridley, K. P. Lawley,b) and R. J. Donovan
Department of Chemistry, The University of Edinburgh, West Mains Road, Edinburgh EH9 3JJ, Scotland
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A. G. Urena
Instituto Pluridisciplinar, Universidad Complutense, Paseo Juan XXIII, 1, 28040 Madrid, Spain

~Received 9 March 2000; accepted 11 May 2000!

The perturbedv53 level of thed3ssg(1Pg) Rydberg state of O2 has been excited in an optical–
optical double resonance~OODR! experimentvia J50 – 16 of v50 of the b(1Sg

1) state. The
d(1Pg) state resonances were detected by ionization with one further probe photon near 340 nm.
The range ofJ levels of thed(1Pg) state now accessed reveals a lack of variation in line widths that
is not predicted by previous models of state-dependent predissociation. Instead, intensities of
rotational lines in the ionization spectrum appear to be controlled by aJ-dependent mixing of the
d(1Pg) state with a nearby valence state that has a much lower ionization cross section at the probe
wavelengths used. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~00!01730-X#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Several experimental studies of the first four vibration
levels of thed3ssg(1Pg) state of O2 by ~211! resonance
enhanced multiphoton ionization~REMPI! spectroscopy
have been reported,1–4 where the molecule was excited d
rectly from both theX(3Sg

2) ground state and thea(1Dg)
valence state. These studies revealed many regions of sig
cant perturbation, reflected in irregular band contours
varying rotational line widths, caused by interactions with
spectroscopically dark valence state. The primary interac
is with the II (1Pg) valence state, which is bound in th
energy region of the crossing with thed(1Pg) state but
which has a much larger equilibrium bond length. The
rangement of the potential energy curves is shown in Fig
The crossing of thed(1Pg) and II (1Pg) states occurs be
tween thev52 andv53 levels of the Rydberg state whic
are observed to be perturbed most strongly. All the pertur
rotational levels were broadened~no unperturbed levels wer
observed! and it was concluded5,6 that a repulsive state, th
I (1Pg), crosses theII (1Pg), to which it is weakly coupled.

An obvious, but hitherto unused starting state for acce
ing thed(1Pg) state is the valenceb(1Sg

1) state, which has
the advantage over the ground state of being a singlet s
During a recent investigation of the photolysis of ozone,7 we
produced a significant yield of O2 in theb(1Sg

1) state which
was subsequently detected by resonant ionization using
turbed levels of thed(1Pg) state as intermediate states. A
though the observed ion signals were strong, it was not p
sible to derive any information about the rotation
distribution of the photofragments because of the pertur

a!Current address: Physical and Theoretical Chemistry Laboratory, S
Parks Road, Oxford, OX1 3QZ, England.

b!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
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nature of the intermediate Rydberg state. Although the p
turbations were an unwanted complication in identifying t
nascentJ state distribution of theb(1Sg

1) state, the strength
of the d←←b transition was clear.

In the present work, thev53 level of the Rydberg state
was probed in arotationally selectiveoptical–optical double
resonance~OODR! experiment in whichsingle rotational
levels of theb(1Sg

1) state were first populated by direc
optical pumping from theX(3Sg

2) ground state. Thed(1Pg)
state was then excited from these rotational levels by co
ent two-photon absorption and detected by ionization follo
ing absorption of a further photon as illustrated in Fig.
Although theb←X transition is strictly forbidden on both
parity and spin grounds, the transition does have a very w
magnetic dipole oscillator strength and can be pumped e
ciently with a high power Ti:sapphire laser. The limite
number ofJ levels accessed in thed(1Pg) state was con-
trolled by the two-photon selection rules and allowed th
absolute assignment. Simultaneous calibration of the pr
laser allowed accurate determination of the transition en
gies.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 2. T
~0,0! band of theb←X transition of O2 , around 760 nm, was
pumped by a Solar Laser Systems~LX 351! Ti:sapphire laser
pumped by the second harmonic of a Solar Laser Syst
~LQ 514! Nd:YAG laser. The narrow spectral line width~0.4
cm21! output was generated using a combination of a pri
beam expander and a holographic grating wavelength se
tor. The laser produced 25 mJ pulses of 8–9 ns duration
repetition rate of 5 Hz. An excimer laser~Lambda Physik
EMG201MSC! pumped dye laser~Lambda Physik FL2002!,
operating around 340 nm with the dye PTP, probed the

th
2 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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sultantb(1Sg
1 ,v50,J) levelsvia a two-photon transition to

v53 of the d(1Pg) state. The laser outputs were synchr
nized using a four-channel Stanford Research digital de
generator~DG 535! which produces pulses which are c
pable of externally triggering the flashlamps andQ-switch of
the Nd:YAG laser as shown in Fig. 2. About 10% of ea
laser beam was directed onto a photodiode and the outpu
to an oscilloscope in order to monitor their temporal overl
Typically, a delay of 50–100 ns between the pump and pr
lasers was used for maximum ion signal. The wavelength
the probe laser was calibrated by simultaneously record
the neon optogalvanic and ion spectra and the two-pho
energy is estimated to be accurate to60.5 cm21.

The counter propagating pump and probe laser be
were focussed to an overlapping point in a differentia
pumped ionization chamber using lenses of focal length 6
and intersected, at 90°, the pulsed molecular beam gene
using a backing pressure of 600 torr of O2 . The resulting
ions were collected by a linear time-of-flight~TOF! mass
spectrometer and the ion current from the microchannel p
~MCP! detector was processed by a boxcar integrator
stored on a PC.

III. RESULTS

The rotational structure of a one-photon magnetic dip
transition between3Sg

2 and 1Sg
1 states consists of fou

FIG. 1. The diabatic potential energy curves of somegerade electronic
states of O2 where the solid and dashed curves illustrate excited singlet
triplet states, respectively. The OODR pathway, followed by excitation
low vibrational levels of O2

1 , is also shown.
ownloaded 06 Sep 2013 to 129.215.222.127. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstrac
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branches,P, PQ , RQ , and R. The Q-branch is, of course
absent and the resultant gap formed a convenient mean
calibrating the Ti:sapphire laser output. In the present exp
ment, theP-branch lines were used exclusively to pump t
evenJ levels of theb(1Sg

1) state, labeledJb in the subse-
quent discussion. Odd levels are forbidden because of
zero spin of the16O nucleus.

The even rotational levels withJb50 – 16, pumped in
this way, were probed by~211! REMPI via v53 of the
d(1Pg) Rydberg state. The spectra are shown in Figs. 3
4. All of the peaks which appear in the spectra recordedvia
Jb50 – 8, shown in Fig. 3 can be assigned by two-pho
selection rules in which, for aV(1←←0) transition,
O-,P-,Q-,R-, and S-branches are all allowed but aboveJ
53 theQ-branch has no significant intensity relative to t
other branches.8

The spectrum recordedvia Jb50 consists of a single
peak which is due to anS-line, while in that recordedvia
Jb52, there are three strong peaks arising fromP-, R- and
S-lines. Those spectra recordedvia Jb54 – 8 have clearly
resolvedO-,P-,R-, andS-lines ~the Q-lines are essentially
absent!. In the spectrum recordedvia Jb510, shown in Fig.
4, the S-line is significantly weaker than theO-, P-, and
R-lines, even allowing for the relatively large uncertainties
the peak intensities. In addition, two extra, weak lines,
beled R2 and S2 , are observedca. 150 cm21 above the
S-line. In the spectrum recordedvia Jb512, both R- and
S-lines are weak and strongR2- andS2-lines are observed. In
the spectrum recordedvia Jb514, the higher-energy system
containsO2-, P2-, R2-, andS2-lines, while essentially only
the O-line of the original, low-energy system remains. F
nally, in the spectrum recordedvia Jb516, the highestJb

level that it was possible to pump, only the four branches

FIG. 2. The experimental arrangement.
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the high-energy system are observed, of which, theJ8
517(R2) appears as a doublet.

The transition energies of the observed rotational lin
are presented in Table I. Term values of the rotational lev
of v53 of the d(1Pg) Rydberg state, calculated using th
present experimental data together with the known molec
constants of theb(1Sg

1) state,9 are presented in Table II
Most rotational levels are observedvia two transitions and
the quoted values are an average of the two values calcu
from these transitions and are consistent to61 cm21. The
increase in the error, relative to that of the calibration pro
dure alone, is due to the uncertainty in locating the l
maxima.

There are no systematic variations withJ8 in the ob-
served line widths, which are 3.561 cm21. The only excep-
tions are the two components of theJ8517 (R2) doublet
which are significantly narrower with line widths of around
cm21.

IV. DISCUSSION

The 3s (1,3Pg) Rydberg states are known to couple bo
to each other and to several valence states.1–6,10,11The po-
tential energy curves of the states involved are illustrated

FIG. 3. The~211! REMPI spectrum ofv53 of thed(1Pg) Rydberg state,
excited from various rotational levels,Jb , of v50 of theb(1Sg

1) state, in
which essentiallyunperturbedrotational levels of the Rydberg state a
accessed. The panels on the right show the relative Ho¨nl–London factors for
the various branches as stick diagrams in which the intensity of each c
latedS-branch is put equal to the observedS-branch.
ownloaded 06 Sep 2013 to 129.215.222.127. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstrac
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Fig. 1. It has proved to be extremely difficult to gain a
in-depth understanding of the Rydberg–valence interactio
partly because of the complexity of the system but larg
because of the uncertainties in the experimentally deri

u-

FIG. 4. The~211! REMPI spectrum ofv53 of thed(1Pg) Rydberg state,
excited from various rotational levels,Jb , of v50 of theb(1Sg

1) state, in
which perturbedrotational levels of the Rydberg state are accessed.
panels on the right show the relative Ho¨nl–London factors for the various
branches as stick diagrams in which the intensity of each calcula
S-branch is put equal to the sum of the observedS- and S2-branches. The
starred band is due to a~311! signal from ground state O2 .

TABLE I. Energies, in cm21, of the observed rovibronic transitions in th
~211! REMPI spectrum ofv53 of thed(1Pg) Rydberg state, excited from
various rotational levels,Jb , of v50 of theb(1Sg

1) state.

Jb O P R S

0 58 834.7
2 58 821.9 58 833.3 58 842.9
4 58 806.5 58 813.5 58 835.2 58 847.7
6 58 792.6 58 805.0 58 835.1 58 853.3
8 58 776.6 58 791.7 58 831.2 58 853.7

10 58 759.5 58 779.3 58 827.1 58 852.7
12 58 737.1 58 762.5 58 815.1 58 844.2
14 58 712.5 58 739.4 58 797.4 58 823.1

Jb O2 P2 R2 S2

10 58 983.9 59 003.1
12 58 965.1 58 989.9
14 58 863.3 58 887.3 58 944.5 58 977.6
16 58 828.0 58 857.9 58 925.2/58 931.0 58 966.0
t. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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transition energies and line widths. However, in work pu
lished recently, Lewiset al.5,6 presented a coupled Schro¨-
dinger equation~CSE! approach to the problem which ut
lized a number of sources of experimental data to provide
best insight to date into the perturbations of these states
particular, the effect of the interaction of individual boun
vibrational levels of theII (1Pg) valence state with the rota
tional manifolds of thev51 – 3 levels of thed(1Pg) Ryd-
berg state were discussed in great detail.

In the CSE approach, the input to the coupled equati
are the transition moments to thed(1Pg) Rydberg and the
II (1Pg) valence states, their diabatic potentials and the c
pling strength between the two states. According to the
culations of Lewiset al.,5,6 the observed perturbations a
predominantly due to valence levels which lie higher in e
ergy than the Rydberg levels which they perturb. Howev
two factors mean that transitions to the unperturbed level
this valence state are not seen directly. First, it was propo
that there is a low ionization efficiency from theII (1Pg)
valence state because~i! it has a very different equilibrium
geometry (Re51.49 Å) from that of the ground state of th
ion (Re51.14 Å), resulting in a poor Franck–Condon ove
lap between the two,~ii ! it has a large predissociation ra
resulting from a coupling with theI (1Pg) repulsive valence
state, and~iii ! the ionization step is a two-electron process
the ground state of the molecular ion which is the only st
accessible at the energy of the probe photon. Second, it
proposed that the two-photon transition momentII (1Pg)←
←a(1Dg) is negligibly small relative to that to the Rydber
state. In the discussion below, we retain this assumption
the II (1Pg)←←b(1Sg

1) transition, both thea(1Dg) and
b(1Sg

1) states having the same configuration.
While the II (1Pg) valence state levels are not observ

directly, their positions have been predicted from the per
bational effects that they have on the Rydberg state. Thu

TABLE II. Term values ofv53 of the d(1Pg) Rydberg state obtained
using transitions observed in the present work and the known molec
constants of theb(1Sg

1) state~Ref. 9!. The calculated values are generat
by constants given in Ref. 6.

J18 Term value/cm21 Calculated/cm21 J28 Term value/cm21

0 71 950.0
1 71 952.4 71 952.4
2 71 956.7 71 957.3
3 71 963.6 71 964.4
4 71 973.3 71 974.0
5 71 985.4 71 985.9
6 71 998.5 72 000.0
7 72 014.9 72 016.3
8 72 034.3 72 034.7
9 72 054.0 72 055.0

10 72 076.2 72 077.3
11 72 102.0 72 101.4 11 72 259.1
12 72 127.3 72 127.0 12 72 278.0
13 72 154.2 72 154.2 13 72 303.0
14 72 183.4 72 182.7 14 72 328.8
15 72 211.8 72 212.4 15 72 358.7
16 72 237.5 16 72 387.3

17 72 425/72 431
18 72 466.6
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was proposed that thev58 and 9 levels of theII (1Pg)
valence state perturbv52 of the d(1Pg) state while v
513, 14, and 15 perturb thev53 level. The result is that
two levels are coupled at eachJ, the lower of which is pre-
dominantly Rydberg in character while the higher has p
dominantly valence character. Since only the Rydberg s
can be detected because of its greater ionization efficie
only the rotational levels of the lower of the two couple
vibronic levels are observed whenJ8 is low, between 1 and
10, as can be seen in Fig. 3. AsJ8 increases, the rovibronic
levels of the Rydberg state become close to being isoe
getic with those of the valence state as a result of the dif
ence in theB values of the two states. When the rovibron
levels become nearly isoenergetic, the two coupled st
have almost equal contributions from both diabatic sta
and both become detectable through the Rydberg com
nent. Figure 4 shows that this situation holds true forJ8
511– 15. Further increase inJ8 results in the rovibronic lev-
els of the Rydberg state becoming higher in energy th
those of the valence state and therefore only rotational le
of the higher of the coupled pairs of vibronic levels are d
tected as shown forJ8516– 18.

Lewis et al.6 reported that the experimental term valu
for J8<15 could be reproduced by the spectroscopic c
stants v0571 950 cm21, B51.211 cm21, and D54.9
31024 cm21 which were consistent with a single value forB
of 1.15 cm21 reported by Suret al.3 from assignments for
J8<8. The term values generated by these constants are
sented in Table II and agree well~61.5 cm21! with the
present experimental values. While the rotational line po
tions are in excellent agreement with those generated by
model of Lewis et al.,6 the line widths observed in the
present experiment do not agree with those predicted by
model. In addition, the relative intensities of the lines o
served in the spectra appear to differ from those predicted
the two-photon transition strength expressions.8

The CSE calculation6 was performed with predicted life
times for the Rydberg and bound valence states that co
spond to line widths of 0.75 and 8 cm21, respectively. The
lines produced in the simulation were then convoluted wit
Gaussian instrumental function of 3 cm21 in order to repro-
duce the 4 cm21 line widths observed by Ogorzalek-Loo2

This value is in good agreement with the line widths o
served in the present experiment which are, with one exc
tion, 3.561 cm21. The exception is the doublet observed f
the J8517 level which has observed line widths of<2
cm21. This places an upper limit on any experimental broa
ening of the lines and means that the widths of the rotatio
lines of the Rydberg state which do not undergo strong ro
tional interaction with the bound valence state, i.e.,J8
51 – 10 are appreciably greater than 0.75 cm21. Further-
more, as the maximum of the rotational perturbation n
J8513 is approached, it was predicted that the increa
mixing of the Rydberg and valence levels would produce
rapid broadening of the Rydberg levels. If, as it appea
there is no appreciable broadening of the most perturbed
els,J8511– 15, it follows that the line widths of the unpe
turbed valence state levels are not appreciably greater th
cm21, in contrast to the predicted width of 8 cm21. The fact

ar
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that there is no rotationally dependent broadening imp
that the line widths of the Rydberg and valence states be
they couple to each other are not significantly differe
However, the observed line widths of ca. 4 cm21 must mean
that both states are predissociated to a small extent.

The possible effect of resonances in the ionization s
on line intensities in any REMPI experiment should also
considered. In the present experiments wherev53 of the
d(1Pg) state is excited fromv50 of theb(1Sg

1) state, the
third, ionizing photon from the probe laser accesses the
ergy range 101 340–101 950 cm21. In wavelength terms this
corresponds to a range of 98.68–98.09 nm and spans
region of a one-photon transition fromv50 of the ground
state tov52 of a 3s Rydberg state based on thea 4Pu ionic
core.12 The vibrational level lies above the lowest ionizatio
energy and is observed as a result of autoionization. In
experiments of Ogorzalek-Looet al.,1 where v53 of the
d(1Pg) state is excited fromv50 of the a(1Dg) state, the
ionizing photon does not access an energy region in whic
vibrational level of the autoionizing Rydberg state has be
observed. There appears to be no significant difference in
widths and relative intensities of lines which terminate on
common upper rotational level of thed(1Pg) state in the two
two-photon spectra, in one of which the ionizing photon is
resonance with a vibrational level of the autoionizing Ry
berg state but is off resonance in the other. We conclude
any effects of resonances at the three-photon level are m
and will subsequently be ignored.

As there is no significant variation in the observed li
widths, nor is saturation a problem, the peak heights can
used as a monitor of intensity. The intensities of the peak
the spectra shown in Fig. 3 which are due to transitions
rotational levels of thed(1Pg) Rydberg state which do no
undergo strong coupling to theII (1Pg) valence state should
obey the two-photon transition strength expressions.8 The
predicted intensities, normalized to that of the observ
S-branch line, are illustrated as stick diagrams in the pane
the right of Fig. 3. While there are quite large uncertainties
the observed intensities of up to615%, there does appear t
be a general trend where, asJ8 increases, the observed lin
strengths become progressively less than predicted.

In the region of strongest rotational perturbation, the p
dicted intensities, normalized to that of the observ
S1S2-branch line, are illustrated as stick diagrams in t
panel on the right of Fig. 4. As before, the differences b
tween the observed and calculated intensities are outside
experimental uncertainties. The overall trend is that, as
degree of perturbation that a rotational level undergoes
creases, the intensity with which it is observed decrease

This effect can be explained by a simple two-state c
pling model. The coupling involves two electronic states
very different electronic character, one Rydberg and one
lence, and our explanation will center on the relative ioni
tion efficiencies of these two states at the probe wavelen
used. We will find thatJ-dependent predissociation, fo
which there is no evidence from the essentially constant
widths, need not be invoked.

The wave functions for a pair of coupled rovibronic le
els can be written
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ud1&5c1,Jue1v1&1c2,Jue2v2&,
~1!ud2&5c2,Jue1v1&2c1,Jue2v2&,

where a diabatic basisueiv i&[uei&uv i& has been adopted, an
the subscript 1 on the right-hand side refers to the electro
and vibrational level of the pure Rydberg state~Ry! to which
the valence state (e2[V) is coupled. The coefficients o
mixing must satisfy c1,J

2 1c2,J
2 51 and are J-dependent

through the energy difference between the diabatic sta
DTe1E(v1,J)2E(v2,J), which depends onJ because of the
large difference in rotational constantsB1 andB2 , an aspect
which has been fully explored by Lewiset al.6 The valence
state that is coupled to thed(1Pg) state seems to be spectr
scopically inaccessible. This can arise from two causes~i!
the Franck–Condon factor^v2uvb& is much smaller than tha
for reaching the Rydberg state^v1uvb& because of the much
larger Re value of the valence state, and~ii ! the oscillator
strength from the initialb(1Sg

1) state may be predominantl
carried by the Rydberg component. The two-photon abso
tion cross sections for accessing the two mixed statesd1 and
d2 defined by Eq.~1! are

s i←b
~2! }ci

2^v1uvb&
2~mRy:b

~2! !2, ~2!

where, in the present case, the two-photon electronic tra
tion dipolemRy:b

(2) is required and we have implicitly summe
over all virtual states. If the ionizing photon energy is on
sufficient to leave the ion in low vibrational levels,v1, of its
lowest electronic state, the cross section for ionization of
first of the two mixed Ry/V states,d1 , is

s1
ion}@c1^v1uv1&mE,Ry1c2^v1uv2&mE,V#2, ~3!

and the cross section for ionizing the other vibronica
mixed component,d2 , is obtained by reversing the coeffi
cientsc1 and c2 as can be seen from Eq.~1!. The arrange-
ment of potential energy curves which support the two
abatic vibrational wave functionsuv1& and uv2& is such that
only the Rydberg state has good Franck–Condon ove
with low vibrational levels of the ion as was the case in t
d←←b excitation step. The second Franck–Condon fac
in Eq. ~3! can thus be neglected. This selective ionizationvia
the Rydberg component is further enhanced as has been
gested if the electronic transition required for ionization
the valence component,mE,V in Eq. ~3!, requires a core con
figuration rearrangement in order to achieve the ground s
of the ion.

To model the cross section for the overall ionization p
cessX1←d1 /d2←←b, we neglect the second term in E
~3!, and multiply the cross sections for the pump and ion
ing steps to obtain the relative intensities of lines in a REM
spectrum. The result, depending on which of the two int
mediate statesd1 or d2 is resonant, isI i}ci

4. The summed
REMPI signal from a given branch of the two components
a mixed vibronic state, e.g.,S1(J8)1S2(J8), is thus}c1,J

4

1c2,J
4 . Sincec1

21c2
251, we see that when the mixing is at i

maximum, (c1,J
2 5c2,J

2 50.5), c1,J
4 1c2,J

4 , and hence the
summed REMPI signalI 11I 2 , is at its minimum, falling to
half of that from the corresponding branch of a pure Rydb
state. This is in line with the reduction in intensity of th
most heavily mixed rotational branches. For example, in
t. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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spectrum recordedvia Jb510 shown in Fig. 4, the intensity
summed over the twoS-branches that terminate inJ8512,
S1(J) andS2(J), is approximately one-half of the intensit
of the neighboringP-branch for whichJ8 is not strongly
mixed. On closer inspection none of the rotational band
tensities follow the Ho¨nl–London factors closely, and th
extent of the loss in intensity is well correlated with th
difference in rovibronic term values of the Rydberg a
nearest valence levels. Thus, the lines become weaker aJ8
increases from 1 to 10 and nears the region of greatest in
action atJ8512– 14, and become stronger again betwe
J8516 and 18.

In the study of Lewiset al.,6 predissociation of the level
of the bound valence state by a repulsive valence state
cause of the proposed large line widths, was cited as on
the factors in the poor ionization efficiency from the unp
turbed valence state levels and hence its nonappearan
the REMPI spectra. Indeed, the predicted line width w
used as one of the most important criteria in optimizing
comparison between the observed and calculated RE
spectra. The effect of this approach is that the calcula
two-photon transition intensity of any Rydberg rotation
level which is perturbed by a valence rotational level
spread over a certain wave number range but is still inclu
in the simulation. However, the current results suggest
the predissociation of the valence state is not apprecia
greater than that of the Rydberg state and hence does
make a significant contribution to the decrease in the ion
tion efficiency of the valence state relative to that of t
Rydberg state. Rather, the major factor in lowering the i
ization efficiency of the valence state is a poor Franc
Condon overlap with the ground state of the ion and
necessity of a change in the core state. Thus, a diffe
effect of the coupling is suggested in which the calcula
two-photon transition intensity of any Rydberg rotation
level which is perturbed by a valence rotational level is d
creased in the REMPI spectrum rather than being redis
uted.

The two models predict a different variation in REMP
intensities of lines in regions of rotational perturbation a
this will be particularly evident when these lines overla
e.g., in a turning point of a particular branch. In their sim
lations of the~1,0!, ~2,0!, and~3,0! bands, Lewiset al.6 noted
only two experimental features which their model could n
accurately reproduce. The simulation of the~1,0! spectrum
contained too much intensity in two narrow energy regio
comprised mainly of turning points of theO- andP-branches
including J8<20. The rotational perturbation of this band
centered onJ8512 and, for the reasons described, abo
their simulation may include too much intensity in this r
gion.

It can be seen from the splitting of theJ8517 level,
observed in Fig. 4, that there is a further local perturbat
involving the upper of the two coupled vibronic states. Th
feature was also noted by Lewiset al.6 from less well re-
solved spectra.2 They postulated that the much weaker p
turbation experienced by this level was due to the weak
tational interaction with theII (1Dg) v56, J517 rovibronic
level. The characteristics of our spectra are consistent w
ownloaded 06 Sep 2013 to 129.215.222.127. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstrac
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this conclusion and the splitting of the feature~ca. 6 cm21! is
similar to that estimated from the reported spectra.2 The nar-
rower line widths of this doublet~2 cm21! imply that the
II (1Dg) state is predissociated to a lesser extent than both
d(1Pg) and II (1Pg) states which we now propose are pr
dissociated to a very similar extent. This three-state coup
possibly results in an increase in the detection efficien
because of the longer lifetime of theII (1Dg) state, as judged
by the sum of the integrated intensities of the two doub
components relative to those of the other branch lines sh
in the spectrum recordedvia Jb516, shown in Fig. 4. A
similar interaction may cause the anomalously intense p
in the region of theP-branch of the spectrum recordedvia
Jb52, shown in Fig. 3.

V. CONCLUSION

The perturbedv53 level of thed(1Pg) Rydberg state
of O2 has been excited from the ground state in an OO
experimentvia J50 – 16 ofv50 of theb(1Sg

1) state. Line
positions compare well with those from a vibronic couplin
calculation by Lewiset al.6 involving the valenceII (1Pg)
state. However, in contrast to theoretical predictions,
variation in the line widths is observed, with transitions
uncoupled rotational levels having essentially the same w
as those to strongly coupled levels. Furthermore, line int
sities in the REMPI spectrum do not follow the two-photo
Hönl–London factors for thed←←b transition, branches
involving the more strongly coupled levels being marked
weaker than expected. We attribute this to the lowered i
ization cross section of the coupled valence/Rydberg st
compared with the pure Rydberg state. It is characteristic
this model that a reduced REMPI signal will be seen ev
when the intensity arising from both coupled components
summed over.
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